Balachandran, A. P.; Nair, V. P.; and Trahern, C. G., "Generalized Bohr-Sommerfeld rules for anomalies with applications to symmetry breakdown and decoupling" (1983 In the presence of anomalies, the requirement that a classical symmetry group 6 has a proper action on the fermion measure or in the effective Lagrangian description imposes Bohr-Sommerfeld conditions on the anomalies, and often implies that 6 is broken to a subgroup H as welL We show these results in this paper and apply them to QCD and SU(5).
In the QCD effective Lagrangian, the mesons are described by a matrix-valued field M which is a color singlet and has definite transformations laws under the flavor group U(Nf }L, XU(Nf)ii -- I(u, v) j where Nf is the number of flavors. The Lagrangian density is invariant under this group except for a piece Wz. This piece under the chiral U (1) transformations (e', 1}or ( l, e' ) transforms as folio ws2'4: are summed over. (2) where Hs"'(k) is simple or trivial. Now, for those v for which Gg ' has anomalies, the existence of dp(g, W) requires Hs"' to be either trivial or a representation of SU (2) . In the latter case, only one Hs"' (1) Let dp' be the measure for the fermions in the condensed phase which contribute to the anomalies.
Then dp(Q, W) and dp'e x(i pS) are supposed to transform in the same way. Therefore in the absence of constraint 1, the global group 6 does not act consistently on dp 'exp(iS& T[g(x) 17(y)] }ir = f dp(P, W)g(x)g(y)e' '& (6.24) up to a normalization. So (T[q( )y(y)]} . = f dp(g, go W)g(x)i'(y)e' '~'ii'~' = f dp(gg, go W)(gg)(x)(gp)(y)e ' We now discuss QCD and the SU(5) model under these two hypotheses.
C. @CD and SU (5) We consider @CD in the absence of weak and electromagnetic interactions. According to our con-1 ventions, the left quarks qL ---, (I+y&)q transform as 3+3' of SU&(3) while qii ---,(1 -y5)q are singlets. We denote the fields in 3 by f and the fields in 3" by L. There are anomalies in the f and L sectors, but they mutually cancel. The group G acting on P is the 3 representation of SU (3) The basic fermions all belong to a 3 representation of subcolor and in addition each of these fermions is assigned to a representation of the HC =SU(2)HC, C =SU(3)c, and %=SU(2)w groups, respectively.
In an obvious notation the three representations are (2, 0, 0) 
where h (x}EH and we have assumed that W& becomes a pure gauge h 'B&h at infinity. The remaining notation is explained by
f Try[ T(a), T(b) I a ", sdS& 
(g being. independent of a, )II), y) and so
(B10} By assumption, Gs"' has anomalies which by (B9) means (&0. Therefore I, Tr@T'"'(a) T'"'(a) , and ii be the representatives of L(")(a), T'"'(a) , and rj in the defining M-dimensional representation of SU(M). Then We now prove the necessity of constraint 1. We first point out that it is in fact quite plausible. For (B14) implies that its left-hand side is an invariant for the group generated by [ T'"'(i) J, but it involves only three of the generators. This suggests that there are altogether only three T'"'(i) , in which case Hs"' is homomorphic to SU(2). Let H s"' denote the group generated by I T'"'(a) ) and let H s"' be its Lie algebra. If we write h 'dh = g T'"'(i) 
(830} since the trace of the left-hand side of (829) [(830)] with T(r) [T(i) ] is zero by (a). Thus H, '"'=Sr, eX, , (831) where the Lie algebras E& and E2 have bases I T(j) I and I T(r)], respectively. But a product like Tj ()T(r) where the factors are in distinct Lie algebras cannot be zero unless one of the factors is zero.
There are three ways to fulfill (825) and (827): (a) T(j)T(r)=0, (b) g&"0, o--r (c) there is no generator with index r.
As for (a), along with its Hermitian conjugate equation, it implies that
